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“SportsInnovation will be THE event to be in 2022! We
will do our very best to ensure that all the top 
stakeholders from national and international clubs, 
federations, organizations & media involved in 
professional football & other sports will have all their
key people on-site in Dusseldorf.”

Andreas Heyden
CEO, DFL Digital Sports GmbH
Executive Vice President Digital Innovations, DFL Group



Fan-
Experience & 

Stadium

ABOUT SPORTSINNOVATION

SportsInnovation, co-hosted by DFL Deutsche Fußball Liga, is a
specialized trade fair with a deep focus on innovations within the sports
ecosystem. SportsInnovation offers the international sports and media
industry an attractive supporting programme, including live matches,
showcases and panel discussions that provide a great opportunity to
actively shape the future of sports. The event is complemented by a top-
notch conference track.

As a co-host, the DFL Deutsche Fußball Liga is providing an absolute
premium environment for exhibitors and attendees covering the
following topics:

Sports-
Performance 

& -Technology

Broadcast & 
Content



CONTENT THEMES OF SPORTSINNOVATION 2022

Sports-Performance & Sports-Technology
Innovation in sports has led to new heights in performance and better decisions of managers, coaches,
players and referees. In the field of Sports-Performance & Sport-Technology, the latest innovations
regarding data collection, processing, and visualization leading to higher success on the pitch, will be
featured. Showcasing the latest developments in sport KPIs utilizing machine learning/artificial
intelligence and how the evolution of video assist systems will impact sports in the future.

Fan-Experience & Stadium
Fans are at the heart of every modern sports organization. Catering to their needs winning their trust,
loyalty and keeping them engaged is vital for every player in the sports ecosystem. The future of a
stadium experience is interactive and personalized. Showcasing how 5G, AI and AR help to digitally
personalize the stadium experience, will shape the at home experience and will also shape how we
consume sports in future.

Broadcast & Content
“Content Is King, But Distribution Is Queen” – this famous quote is still true in 2022. Modern sport and
media organizations need to adapt to new consumption habits of their fans and customers. Innovations
that help sport and media organizations to keep up with the constant evolving demands will be featured
in the field “Broadcast and Content”. Our exhibitors will be showcasing the latest camera, contribution and
distribution technologies as well as new content-production and content-enrichment technologies. We
give insights into a high-quality UHD/HDR production with 25+ cameras as well as into remote services
for multilateral requests, vertical production in the cloud and dealing with unilateral requests via 5G.



OUR ATTENDEES 

SportsInnovation 2022 is only addressing the top management and all further decision-makers with
budget responsibility in professional football & other sports. Altogether the event will bring together
more than 1,000 attendees in Dusseldorf.

DFL - in the person of Andreas Heyden (Executive Vice President Digital Innovations, DFL Group) – will
be inviting the relevant persons in charge not only from within the DFL, but also from all German clubs
in Bundesliga and Bundesliga 2. Furthermore, DFL’s invitation list includes some of the top
representatives of the top European football leagues, European and international top football clubs as
well as the top decision-makers from DFL subsidiaries like Bundesliga International, DFL Digital Sports,
Sportcast etc., from politics and national and international press.

Selection of national clubs*

Selection of international clubs & leagues* Companies within the DFL Group*

many more..
*As of November 2021; this invitation list will be regularly updated



SCHEDULE OVERVIEW

Experience Day – May 11th 2022 Vision Day – May 12th 2022
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Expo

Innovation Game 
„Broadcast & Content“

Innovation Game 
„Sports-Performance & Techn.“

Innovation Game 
„Fan Experience & Stadium“

Start Speakers DinnerStart Aftershow Party

Expo

Conference Track I

Sports-Performance & 
Technology

Conference Track III
Fan Experience & Stadium

Conference Track II
Broadcasting & Content



WHAT MAKES THE SPORTSINNOVATION UNIQUE? 

Broadcast production on Champions League ++ level of all matches on day 1 of the event
Multiple live football matches (“innovation matches”) will be played in the MERKUR SPIEL-ARENA Dusseldorf during the event. The 
broadcast production of these innovation matches is comparable to an absolute Champions League ++ format (more than 25+ 
cameras, UHD/HDR, 8k, remote control of single cameras, etc.).

Live creation of and access to various video, match data and audio feeds for all sponsors
The innovation matches will lead to the live creation of enormous amounts of video, match data and audio feeds. SportsInnovation
grants all sponsors direct access to these original feeds to work with this data. An exclusive opportunity you don’t want to miss!

Live demonstration of the latest technology showcases
The access to all the data from the various video, match data and audio feeds of the innovation matches gives all sponsors the 
unique opportunity to further process and enhance that data with their own technical solutions. This gives all sponsors the unique 
opportunity for the demonstration of their latest solutions and product novelties under live conditions.

Highly exclusive audience / invitation only event
SportsInnovation 2022 is only addressing the top management and all further decision-makers with budget responsibility in 
professional football & other sports in the fields of sportsperformance, sports-technology, broadcast, content, fan experience and 
stadium. Access to the event will be limited to ensure the high quality of the more than 1,000 expected attendees.

DFL as co-host of the event
SportsInnovation 2022 is a highly exclusive trade fair co-hosted by DFL Deutsche Fußball Liga.

Visitor and invitation management under the leadership of DFL
As co-host of the event, DFL takes care that all the top stakeholders from clubs, federations, organizations and media involved in 
professional football & other sports will have their key people on site.



SPONSORING PACKAGES

40-60 sqm box

Own box in premium area

Included

Included

Snacks & drinks 
incl. service person

30 sqm

Premium exhibition area

Included

Included

Drinks included

20 sqm

Business area

Included

Included

10 sqm

Business area

Included

6 sqm

Business area

Included

Exhibition

Booth space

Booth location

Data access

Premium Select (save your favourite booth spot)

Booth catering

Diamond Platinum Gold Plus Gold All-Inclusive BoothDeliverable / Sponsoring Packages

All publications

1x prior & 1x after the event

Listed as “featured sponsor”

Logo displayed 6x per hour

20 min. Keynote

All publications

1x prior & 1x after the event

Listed as “featured sponsor”

Logo displayed in overview

Participation in a 30 min. 
panel discussion

All publications

1x prior to the event

Listed in sponsor overview

Sponsor overview

Listed in sponsor overview

Listed in sponsor overview

Sponsor overviewBrand integration

Social media announcement

Newsletter announcement

Integration on LED-boards

Speaking opportunity at conference track

Networking & Lead-Generation

Branding & Activation

Logo, 2x contact incl. mail, 
phone, company text

Up to 2 guided tours

Up to 3 guests

8 / 16

Logo, 1x contact incl. mail, 
phone, company text

1 guided tour

Up to 2 guests

5 / 10

Logo, company-text

1 guest

4 / 8

Logo

3 / 6

Logo

2 / 4

Website listing

Part of guided tours

Participation in speakers dinner

Tickets included*

Innovation PLUS pass / Innovation pass

EUR 110,000 EUR 55,000 EUR 30,000 EUR 15,000 EUR 10,000Price

*Included tickets can be used for booth staff and for customer invitations at own discretion of every sponsor.
VAT at the appropriate rate must be added to all prices.



FLOOR PLAN

Premium Area

Business Area

More details are
coming soon!



EVENT PASSES

✔ ✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

2-day event ticket 

Prioritized attendance (in case of participation restrictions) 

Participation in Guided Tours

Premium seating in front of main stage

Premium parking spot next to main entrance

Attendance & Service

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Access 

Exhibition space & networking area (business area)

Exhibition boxes (premium area)

Aftershow party

Innovation games 

1on1 meeting area

Meeting-Concierge Service ✔

Ticket Category Innovation Pass Innovation PLUS Pass

EUR 750 EUR 1,750Price

We offer two ticketing options: Innovation Pass and Innovation PLUS Pass. The Innovation Pass offers
attendees full services. Our Innovation PLUS Pass grants even more benefits like premium seating,
premium parking slots, exclusive 1:1 access to our exhibition areas, a full array of speeches, networking
areas, generous refreshments, transportation to meeting areas and a personalized concierge service.
Due to the highly exclusive audience at the event, tickets are only available on invitation or by
application/request. Sponsors can freely dispose of a maximum of five additional passes in total.

VAT at the appropriate rate must be added to all prices.



BRANDING WITHOUT WASTAGE IN 
FRONT OF A HIGH EXCLUSIVE 
AUDIENCE
The main focus of every trade fair is on networking and sales, branding
usually is a rather subordinate topic. This is completely different at
SportsInnovation 2022.

Due to the highly exclusive group of participants, the two days of our
event in Dusseldorf in May 2022 offer all brands from the world of
sports the unique opportunity to directly communicate the core
message of their company or their products to basically all relevant
decision-makers in the football cosmos. The innovational setting at
the event, in particular, offers brands the perfect opportunity to
clarify and/or sharpen their own positioning in the world of
football.

Our visitors are shaping the future of football in the coming decade,
so grab the chance to send your message directly to all decision-
makers with budget responsibility in professional football and
other sports!

Especially marketing opportunities like naming rights sponsorships,
integration on our LED boards, lanyards or coffee mugs sponsoring, the
sponsoring of our Hostesses’ coats or the large banners present perfect
branding solutions at SportsInnovation 2022.

You are interested in some other branding options? Don’t hesitate to
share your ideas with us! We are more than happy to help you realize
your favourite branding solution at our event.



MARKETING
OPPORTUNITIES



BRANDING OPPORTUNITIES

Experience Day naming rights
This sponsorship package will find one lucky 
SportsInnovation sponsor taking ownership 
rights to the first day of the event. The 
Experience Day. Just imagine event attendees 
being asked to see the next innovation match 
on your company’s Experience Day. It’s the 
branding opportunity of a lifetime.
EUR 35,000

Vision Day naming rights 
This sponsorship package will find one lucky 
SportsInnovation sponsor taking ownership 
rights to the second day of the event. The Vison 
Day. Just imagine event attendees being asked 
to hear the latest keynote on your company’s 
Vision Day. It’s the branding opportunity of a 
lifetime.
EUR 35,000 

Main street flags (for 12 flags) 
This high-profile marketing opportunity will 
ensure your brand shines brightly. With this 
opportunity, we are offering up a series of flags, 
situated down the main street of MERKUR 
SPIEL-ARENA, that are just waiting to feature 
your company’s name. Because all of our 
attendees will be moving through this central 
point on a daily basis, your brand is guaranteed 
to be a part of everyone’s day. 
EUR 20,000 

Main entrance flags 
Strategically hanging at the main entrance of 
MERKUR SPIEL-ARENA and flying high in the 
wind is where you will find a series of large-scale 
flags which represent the branding occasion of a 
lifetime. Why? Because no one is going to miss it! 
Just imagine, then, when it’s your company logo 
printed boldly across them. Be that all-important 
name to welcome SportsInnovation attendees 
every morning and long into the night by 
adopting this one as yours. 
For 12 flags: EUR 12,500
For 4 flags: EUR 7,500



BRANDING OPPORTUNITIES

Event bags
What is an event without an event bag? Not a 
very good one, that’s for sure, which is why we 
are excited to offer one as well. Ownership of 
this opportunity will find your company logo 
emblazoned across the face of the bag, an item 
they’ll carry throughout SportsInnovation and 
out into the world. 
EUR 25,000

Inserts for event bags
Want to get your marketing message in the 
hands of literally every attendee? Take on this 
opportunity, and we will gladly include your 
most important materials in the event bag of all 
SportsInnovation guests. Sounds like an easy 
win to us. (max 200g per insert)
EUR 2,250 for the first insert
EUR 1,750 for any additional insert 

Lanyards
What’s a conference badge without something 
on which to hang it? This opportunity lets your 
brand be the one to carry the weight. Your 
company name or logo is boldly printed on the 
premium lanyards attached to every guest’s 
conference badge, ensuring your company 
stays in play throughout our trade fair. 
EUR 45,000 

Coffee mugs
Ah, coffee... always good to the very last drop. 
Thank to  the fact that it is served throughout our 
venue, attendees get to savour every minute of it. 
Take on this sponsorship, and your company 
name gets branded across our mugs, claiming 
high visibility throughout SportsInnovation. And, 
because it is the perfect take-home keepsake, 
you know it will be claiming residence in many a 
kitchen around the world! 
EUR 25,000



BRANDING OPPORTUNITIES

Pens
Because of all the compelling information, our 
SportsInnovation guests will have access to 
during their time with us, there is nothing like a 
good old pen to ensure they scribble down 
every word. Help them do just that by placing 
your company logo on the official 
SportsInnovation pens distributed throughout 
the entire event venue.
EUR 7,500

Hostesses’ coats/T-shirts 
Service with a smile is what you get from the 
hosts and hostesses roaming around the 
MERKUR SPIEL-ARENA, ready to answer your 
most pressing questions. Select this 
opportunity, and your brand not only ends up 
on the T-shirts of these friendly attendants but 
also gets aligned with a multitude of helpful 
moments. Sounds like a nice takeaway. 
EUR 12,500

Writing pads
Imagine your logo on every page of the official 
SportsInnovation writing pads (A5 size, 50 
sheets) being distributed throughout the 
exhibition area and all session rooms. Each 
page of the pad will carry the SportsInnovation
name and one exclusive partner logo. Is that 
you? 
EUR 6,500 

Large banner
Imagine your company logo on one of these huge 
banners within a stadium. It would be utterly 
impossible to miss your brand. This branding 
opportunity provides superior visibility in front of 
every attendee of the SportsInnovation event.
EUR 7,500



BRANDING OPPORTUNITIES

Brochure distribution 
Let the SportsInnovation marketing team do all 
the footwork for you in preparation for your 
company’s turn on the SportsInnovation main 
stage. When you claim this marketing 
opportunity, your company brochure gets set 
on every seat in the house, providing attendees 
with all-important insights into your company 
before you deliver your first word. 
EUR 2,000
Distribution by own hostesses: EUR 5,000

Lunch break
Food need not be the only thing that crosses 
our attendees’ lips during lunch break, your 
company name can also take on that honour. 
Take advantage of this promotional 
opportunity, and your business gets loads of 
visibility where everyone comes together to 
refuel! Lunch is served every day, and in 
claiming this sponsorship opportunity, your 
name will adorn every table. To make this even 
more enticing, expect to see your lunch 
sponsorship status noted within our event 
program and included during on-site 
announcements!
EUR 7,500Coffee break

Sponsor our many coffee breaks throughout the 
day and get front and centre with your future 
customers in a relaxed atmosphere purpose-
built for networking. The entire coffee break 
area will be branded with your logo, and you 
will have the benefit of being mentioned as the 
break‘s sponsor in any applicable materials.
EUR 7,500 

Program advertisement: 
The SportsInnovation program booklet is a 
comprehensive rundown of all the exciting 
happenings taking place during our event. All 
attendees receive a copy of this booklet as part of 
their registration package.
1/1 Page: EUR 2,500
Back cover: EUR 6,500



Robert Klein
CEO, Bundesliga International

“SportsInnovation 2022 will be the event, where you
will meet all the decision-makers – not just from
German football, but far beyond!“



Christopher Lemm
Founder & CEO
T: +49 163 461 83 94
E: christopher.lemm@spielmacher.io

LET‘S TALK!

Philip Zimmer
Head of Business Development & Strategy
T: +49 171 450 80 67
E: philip.zimmer@spielmacher.io

Co-host of SportsInnovation 2022
Spielmacher GmbH 
Zimmerstraße 43
22085 Hamburg


